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Context  
We believe that educational visits are an integral part of the entitlement of every pupil to an 
effective and balanced curriculum. Appropriately planned visits are known to enhance learning and 
improve attainment, and so form a key part of what makes Hargrave Park School a supportive and 
effective learning environment. The benefits to pupils of taking part in visits and learning outside the 
classroom include, but are not limited to:  
 

 Improvements in their ability to cope with change.  

 Increased critical curiosity and resilience.  

 Opportunities for meaning making, creativity, developing learning relationships and 
practicing strategic awareness.  

 Increased levels of trust and opportunities to examine the concept of trust (us in them, them 
in us, them in themselves, them in each other).  

 Improved achievement and attainment across a range of curricular subjects. Pupils are 
active participants’ not passive consumers.  

 Enhanced opportunities for ‘real world’ ‘learning in context’ and the development of the 
social and emotional aspects of intelligence.  

 Increased risk management skills through opportunities for involvement in practical risk-
benefit decisions in a range of contexts. I.e., encouraging pupils to become more risk aware 
as opposed to risk averse.  

 Greater sense of personal responsibility.  

 Possibilities for genuine team working including enhanced communication skills.  

 Improved environmental appreciation, knowledge, awareness and understanding of a 
variety of environments.  

 Improved awareness and knowledge of the importance and practices of sustainability.  

 Physical skill acquisition and the development of a fit and healthy lifestyle.  
 
Application  
Any visit that leaves the school grounds is covered by this policy, whether as part of the curriculum, 
during school time, or outside the normal school day.  
 
In addition to this Educational Visits Policy, Hargrave Park School:  
 
1. Adopts the Local Authority’s (LA) document: ‘Guidance for Educational Visits and Related 
Activities with National Guidance & EVOLVE’.  
 
2. Adopts National Guidance www.oeapng.info, (as recommended by the LA).  
 
3. Uses EVOLVE, the web-based planning, notification, approval, monitoring and communication 
system for off-site activities.  
 
All staff are required to plan and execute visits in line with school policy (ie this document), Local 
Authority policy, and National Guidelines. Staff are particularly directed to be familiar with the roles 
and responsibilities outlined within the guidance.  
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Types of visit  
 
There are three types of visit:  
 
1. Routine local visits in the ‘Extended learning locality’.  
2. Day visits within the UK that do not involve an adventurous activity.  
3. Visit that are overseas, and/or residential, and/or involve an adventurous activity.  
 
Roles and responsibilities  
 
Visit leaders are responsible for the planning of their visits, these are then entered by the visit 
leader onto EVOLVE (where required). They should obtain outline permission for a visit from the EVC 
(Educational Visits Coordinator) prior to planning, and certainly before making any commitments. 
Visit leaders have responsibility for ensuring that their visits will comply with all relevant guidance 
and requirements.  
 

 The visit leaders must notify the EVC of all staff and any volunteers who will be involved in 
the trip.  

 The visit leaders should check that all the relevant DBS checks have been undertaken for any 
staff involved in the trip.  

 
The Educational Visits Coordinator (EVC) is Cheryl Headon, who will support and challenge 
colleagues over visits and learning outside the classroom activities. The EVC is the first point of 
contact for advice on visit related matters, and will check final visit plans on EVOLVE before 
submitting them to the Head. The EVC manages the staff entries on EVOLVE, including any uploads 
generic school documents, etc.  
 
The Head Teacher has responsibility for authorising all visits, and for submitting all overseas, 
residential or adventurous activity visits to the LA for approval, via EVOLVE.  
 
The Governing Body’s role is that of a ‘critical friend’. Approval will be sought from the Chair of 
Governors, or another identified governor if the CoG is not available, for all adventure, residential 
and overseas visits.  
 
The Local Authority is responsible for the final approval (via EVOLVE) of all visits that are either 
overseas, residential, and/or involve an adventurous activity. 
  
Staff Competence  
 
We recognise that staff competence is the single most important factor in the safe management of 
visits, and so we support staff in developing their competence in the following ways:  
 

 An apprenticeship system, where staff new to visits assist and work alongside experienced 
visit leaders before taking on a leadership role.  

 Supervision by senior staff on some educational visits.  

 Support for staff to attend training courses relevant to their role, where necessary.  
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In deciding whether a member of staff is competent to be a visit leader, the EVC will take into 
account the following factors:  

 Relevant experience.  

 Previous relevant training.  

 The prospective leader’s ability to make dynamic risk management judgements, and take 
charge in the event of an emergency.  

 Knowledge of the pupils, the venue, and the activities to be undertaken  
 
Approval  
 
The approval process is as follows for each type of visit:  
 
1. Local visits – The trip form is to be completed by the visit leader.  

 

2. Day visits within the UK that do not involve an adventurous activity. These are entered on 
EVOLVE, and must be submitted to the EVC for checking at least 21 days in advance, and then 
forwarded to the Head and Chair of Governors (or other identified governor) for approval.  

 

3. Visits that are overseas, residential, and/or involve an adventurous activity (see LA guidance for 
definition of ‘adventurous’) are then submitted by the EVC to the LA for approval and must be 
submitted to the EVC for checking at least 14 days in advance. (See Appendix 2) 
 
Risk Management  
 
Risk Management is a vital part of planning and assessing benefits and risks associated with visits 
and activities.  
 

 Visit leaders are responsible for carrying out and recording risk assessments. They can use 
adopted and modified generic risk assessments where appropriate, and will use 
recommended templates to ensure consistency.  

 For local and regular visits and activities standard generic risk assessments should be 
coupled with dynamic risk management, which considers staff, activity, group, environment 
and distance as the key factors in implementing sensible and suitable control measures.  
(See Appendix 3) 

 
Volunteers  
 
Any volunteers who accompany a visit or activity will be vetted, and be directly supervised by a 
member of staff. If they are to have significant unsupervised access to young people then an 
enhanced DBS disclosure will be obtained, and they will undergo induction and training in their role 
and responsibilities. An enhanced DBS is necessary for any overseas, residential, and/or visits involve 
an adventurous activity.  
 
Emergency procedures  
 
A critical incident is any incident where events go beyond the normal coping mechanisms and 
experience of the visit leadership team.  
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The school has an emergency plan in place to deal with a critical incident during a visit (see Appendix 
1). All staff on visits must be familiar with this plan.  
 
When an incident overwhelms the establishment’s emergency response capability, or where it 
involves serious injury or fatality, or where it is likely to attract media attention then assistance will 
be sought from the local authority  
 
Parental Consent  
 
Parental consent must be obtained for day visits within the UK and overseas or residential visits. For 
these visits, sufficient information must be made available to parents (via letters, meetings, etc), so 
that consent is given on a ‘fully informed’ basis. Routine local visits, parents are informed of via 
letters. 
 
Inclusion  
 
Hargrave Park School adheres to the Equality Act 2010. We endorse the following principles for 
young people:  
 

 A presumption of entitlement to participate  

 Accessibility through direct or realistic adaptation or modification.  

 Integration through participation with peers  
 

 We acknowledge that it is unlawful to:  

 Treat a young person with a protected characteristic less favourably  

 Fail to take reasonable steps to ensure that young people with protected characteristics are 
not placed at a substantial disadvantage without justification.  

 
We also acknowledge that expectations of staff must be reasonable, so that what is required of 
them (to include a young person) is within their competence.  
 
Finance  
It is School policy that, as far as is possible and affordable, curriculum-related school trips and 
journeys should form part of each student’s Hargrave Park entitlement. For this reason there will be 
no requirement for any parent/carer to pay for these opportunities.  
 
The School does welcome donations to any trip of up to the full cost of the trip. These donations 
allow the School to continue to fund school trips and journeys in the future.  
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The Governing Body does reserve the right to make a charge for residential school trips and journeys 
organised by the School in circumstances where, for example, the journey is deemed to be not 
primarily curriculum-based or where the cost of the journey would otherwise be prohibitive. In such 
circumstances:  
 

 parents/carers will be informed in advance and offered a range of payment options if and 
when required; and  

 parents/carers who qualify for prescribed benefits and allowances may be entitled to a 
remission of the charges.  

 

 The Governing Body reserves the right to ask parents/carers for a voluntary contribution 
towards the cost of:  

 

 any activity that takes place during school hours;  

 school equipment; or  

 school funds generally.  
 
Parents/carers may be advised that the continuance of an activity may depend upon voluntary 
contributions, but once it has been decided to run such an activity, no qualifying child will be 
excluded on the grounds of voluntary contributions.  
 
Transport 
 
Where a travel company, an activity centre or similar agency is engaged by the school, the 
distinction between the responsibility of the teacher and the staff of the Travel Company or agency 
needs to be clearly defined in writing. 
 
Hired transport must be of a suitable quality and be fitted with seatbelts. Drivers of school minibuses 
must be authorised to drive the vehicle. 
 
When trips involve public transport, clear procedures must be given to adults and children prior to 
the visits of what to do in case of emergencies or if children/adults become separated from the main 
group. 
 
Use of staff cars to transport pupils 
 
Staff are not permitted to use their cars to transport any children in the school. 
 
Insurance  
 
Hargrave Park School will take out the Local Authority insurance for all visits.  
 
Dismissal of pupils after evening activities  
 
Parental consent will always be obtained for students that will need to make their way home after 
evening activities.  
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Appendix 1 – Emergency Procedure  
 
The school’s emergency response to an incident is based on the following key factors:  
 
1. There is always a nominated emergency base contact for any visit (during school hours, this is the 
School Office).  
2. This nominated base contact will either be an experienced member of the senior management 
team, or will be able to contact an experienced senior manager at all times.  
3. For activities that take place during normal school hours, the visit leadership team will be aware of 
any relevant medical information for all participants, including staff.  
4. For activities that take place outside normal school hours, the visit leadership team and the 
emergency contact/s will be aware of any relevant medical information and emergency contact 
information for all participants, including staff.  
5. The visit leader/s and the base contact/s know to request support from the local authority in the 
event that an incident overwhelms the establishment’s emergency response capability, involves 
serious injury or fatality, or where it is likely to attract media attention.  
6. For visits that take place outside the ‘extended learning locality’, the visit leader will carry the local 
authority emergency contact details as follows:  
 
Islington Council (out of hours) Emergency Contact:  
 
Linkline Supervisor:  
 
0207 527 6336 / 5456 / 8006 24 hrs incl. bank holidays  
 
Be prepared to give: Your name and Establishment/Group  
 
Phone number & back up phone numbers Exact Location Nature of Incident Number in the Group  
 

The Emergency Contact Centre will contact a chief officer and pass on details.  
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Appendix 2 – Trip Proposal Form 

School Trip Procedures 

Please note a ‘school trip’ is defined as any activity that involves children leaving the school site. 

When organising a school trip the following steps must be adhered to:- 

 The class teacher must check the diary for clashes (eg visits from outside professionals) and 
consider the impact on timetabled events (eg reading volunteers, lunch duty, ukulele) and 
inform anyone who will be affected, including Sandra Jago.  

 

 Approval for your trip, including the aims and reasons must be approved by the Phase 
Leader 

 

 When you have organised a date for your visit, please complete the ‘Islington Evolve’ online 
risk assessment and enter the Trip onto the School Diary (please ensure the times are noted 
clearly). This must be a minimum of three weeks in advance of the trip.  

 

 Inform the office of your proposed trip. This must be at least 3 weeks in advance of your trip 
and include proposed transport arrangements. 

 

 The office will book transport tickets, inform the kitchen and ensure that the packed lunches 
will be ready at 8.30 on the day of the trip.  

 

 All CONSENT FORMS AND MONEY to be returned to and collated by the office.  
 

 If you require additional adults to accompany the trip these must be organised in advance. 
 

 Your Evolve online form, once completed, will be passed on automatically to the Head 
Teacher for authorisation. Without the completed authorisation your trip will not be able to 
take place. Please note your trip may be unauthorised if you have not filled in all aspects of 
the form (including the planning page and risk assessments) or you have not given the 
required notice. 

 

 48 hours before a trip the office will provide you with an updated list of returns (including 
adults if they have been requested) and will automatically text those parents who have NOT 
returned forms. Teachers are expected to verbally remind the children. Teachers and TAs 
will need to remind parents at the end of the day to visit the office and fill in the required 
form.  

 

 At the end of the day before the trip the office will provide you with a list of children who 
have permission to attend. We will not accept forms on the morning of a trip.   

 

 Any children without a consent form must not join the trip, they will be asked to wait in the 
office whilst alternative provision for the day is made. 

 

 The trip leader must ensure their mobile no. is given to the office and noted on the trip 
form. A school mobile is available at the office for your use if you prefer not to use your own 
mobile (07960956152) 

 

 During the Trip please liaise with the office and keep us informed of your safe arrival and 
expected departure and arrival times back at school. 
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PART A – The Trip 

 Activity/Trip to:   
 

 Details of activity:   
 

 Study area:  Arts    Environmental Humanities     Science   Sport 
 

 Proposed Date:   
 

 Departure Time (Tube tickets valid from 9.50am):                    Arrival Time (school) :  
 

 Class/Year on Trip:    
 

 No. of children:                                                      No. of Adults :  
 

 Do you require the office to send out trip letters? 
 

 Do you require parent/carer helpers?  How many, and do you have a preference?     
 

 Staff Member Leading Trip:    
 

 Staff contact No. during trip:  
 

Transport Details:    Please tick all methods of transport on the day  

 Bus        Tube         Coach          Train      Walk      Ferry    
 

 Do you require school labels?  
 

Please outline your journey to include all connecting links for the above trip 

E.g. Tube to …   catch 43 bus to…    Walk from … 

AUTHORISED BY  

Signed by Staff Member:  ___________________________________________________ 

Authorised by Phase Leader:   _______________________________________________ 

Authorised by HLTA:______________________________________________________ 

Date:    ___________________________   

TFL TICKETS MUST BE BOOKED 16 DAYS IN ADVANCE EXCLUDING WEEKENDS 

Transport for London    http://www.tfl.gov.uk/ 

Risk Assessment: http://www.islingtonevolve.org.uk /     UN:  Your First Name51   and PW:  Hargrave51 

http://www.tfl.gov.uk/
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PART B- Costing 

 Transport Costs : Public transport  
 

 Entrance/ticket fees :   
 

 Cost per child:  
 

 Misc (inc. details) :   
 

 Do you require payment to be made by the office? :    
 

 Method of payment :   Cash                                       Cheque    
 

 Deadline for full payment?    
 

PLEASE PROVIDE PAPERWORK (INVOICE OR ANY OTHER) TO ENABLE PAYMENT 

PART C – FIRST AID 

PLEASE LIST THE FIRST AIDERS ATTENDING AND ALSO LIST THE CHILDREN WHO HAVE 

ALLERGIES OR ASTHMA. 

 

 

PART D Description of why you are going on the trip which can be added to the letter. 

 

 

 

PART E – OUTCOME (office use only) 

 Actual costs :   _________________________________________ 
 

 Actual Income :   ________________________________________ 
 

 Difference (if applicable) :   _________________________________ 
 

 Refunds/Subsidy Info. :   __________________________________ 
 

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS (optional) 

 

_________________________________________________________________________ 
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Trip Itinerary 

Date of Trip  

 

Year Group  

 

Destination  

Time of Departure  

from Hargrave 

PLEASE NOTE:    ENTRANCE TO THE TUBE STATION MUST BE 

FROM 9.50AM 

Time of Arrival  

at Destination 

 

Route of Travel  

Time of Attraction (show, 

event, talk) 

 

 

Snacks/Lunch  

Needed 

 

 

Time of meals  

 

Time of Departure  

Time of Arrival 

at Hargrave Park 
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Appendix 3 – Supervision Ratios 

 

For every educational activity there should be a group leader who manages the whole visit. Staff 

selected by the head teacher or EVC to work on an educational activity should meet a number of 

criteria. The category of staff is important for the selection process. 

However, it is important to assess whether the member of staff can fulfil the educational aims of 

activity and whatever they have specific skills, experience and expertise to fulfil the supervisory tasks 

to be assigned. 

Schools should ensure that measures are taken on all activities to protect pupils, particularly those 

with special educational needs, from physical, racial or sexual abuse. Adequate control measures 

should be place at all times. 

Best practice would suggest that there must never be less than two responsible adults 

accompanying a group. However, this level of supervision may be reduced with older pupils subject 

to a schools assessment of their maturity and their safety. It is for schools to consider the level of 

support offered to Newly Qualified Teachers on their first visits. However, in all cases of adult 

supervision, the head teacher must assess the level of competency of those involves and the 

outcome of any risk assessment of the activity. 

It is desirable that an adult of each gender should accompany mixed groups of pupils on an off-site 

activity although it may not always be practicable. 

For their own protection, adults need to consider the appropriateness of being alone with pupils in 

any situation- this included travelling in a vehicle. On residential visits, separate male and female 

sleeping areas should be arranged. 

Additional help may be provided by other adults who the head teacher has considered to be 

responsible adults. Special care should be taken when deciding whether to allow students on 

placement to share responsibility for the supervision of an activity. Should a school decide to ask 

non-school staff to accompany an activity, it would be considered good practice for expectations to 

be set by the school with clear guidance as to their role. 

The ratio of adults to children depends on a number of factors: 

 The age, sex and ability of the pupils 

 The number of pupils involved 

 The degree of special educational needs presented by the group 

 The previous experience of being away from school/home and of activities involved 

 The degree of responsibility and discipline shown by the group 

 The type of visit and the nature of the activities involved  

 The amount of risk 

 The location and travel arrangements 

 The time of year 

 The experience and quality of the supervisory staff available 

 First aid cover 
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Supervision of children with special educational needs requires a higher staff to pupil ratio than 

otherwise proposed. Ratios in themselves do not guarantee safety 

It remains the duty of a head teacher to ensure appropriate supervision for every off-site activity 

All minimum adult: pupil ration should be 1:15 for all visits. However, a higher ratio is necessary 

when: 

Public transport is used  1:12 

Visits involving Nursery children  1:2 

Vists involving Reception children 1:4 

Vists involving children in YR 1-3 1:6 

Vists involving children in YR 4 1:10 

Vists involving children in YR 5-6 1:15 

Vists are residential 1:12 

Vists are abroad  1:10 
 

 

However, staff numbers should never be decided just by simple numerical calculation of the 
ratio of children to adults. It should always be based on risk assessment. 

 

 


